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AIFI Coin is a cutting-edge cryptocurrency that is designed to provide fast, secure, and low-cost
transactions for users worldwide.

With AIFI Coin, you can enjoy lightning-fast transaction times, ultra-low fees, and advanced
security measures that ensure your funds are always safe and secure. Whether you want to use
AIFI Coin to pay for using blockchain infrastructure, invest in the future of Blockchain, or simply
trade it on the open market, you can be sure that you are using a cryptocurrency that is built to be
secure.

Introducing AIFI Coin
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Coin Utility:
The project’s coin will have several key utility functions, including-
Validation: Validation on blockchain refers to the process of confirming and verifying transactions or data
entries through consensus mechanisms to ensure their accuracy and legitimacy.
Staking: Coin holders will be able to stake their coins to participate in the network's consensus process and
receive rewards for doing so.
Transaction Fees: Coins will be used to pay for transaction fees on the network, with a portion of these fees
being burned to reduce the total token supply over time.
Network Access: Coins will be required to access certain features and services on the network, including
premium content and exclusive events.

Token Economics:
The project will implement a deflationary tokenomics model to increase the value of the coins over time. This
will be achieved by burning a portion of the transaction fees paid in coins, reducing the total token supply
and increasing the scarcity of the coins.

Additionally, the project will implement a vesting schedule for team members and strategic partners to
prevent immediate selling pressure on the market and incentives long-term commitment to the project.
Finally, the rewards pool will be periodically adjusted to ensure that network participants are incentivised
appropriately and that the total token supply remains stable over time.

Overview of AIFI Coin’s Utility
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One of the key components of a successful blockchain ecosystem is a native coin. This is because a
native coin serves as the backbone of the entire system, providing a means of exchange and
facilitating transactions between users. Without a native coin, a blockchain would be unable to
function properly.

Many successful blockchain projects have their own native currencies. These currencies are
essential to the success of their respective blockchains, as they serve as a means of value transfer
and incentivize network participants to contribute to the system. For example, miners are
rewarded with newly minted coins for verifying transactions on the network.

AIFI Coin is no exception. As the native coin of the SharkWeb Blockchain, AIFI Coin is essential to
the functioning of the ecosystem. It provides a fast and secure means of transfer, allowing users to
transact with ease. Additionally, AIFI Coin incentivizes network participants to contribute to the
ecosystem by offering rewards for various activities, such as staking and participating in
governance decisions.

The Importance of a Native Coin
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Step into the realm of Blockchain, where we take great pride in presenting: AIFI Coin.

We understand the importance of having a reliable and efficient native coin to power the
SharkWeb Blockchain ecosystem. That's why AIFI Inc., British Virgin Islands created AIFI Coin
which is based on the latest technology and offers a range of features that make it stand out from
other cryptocurrencies.

Experience rapid transaction speeds, minimal fees, and enhanced security protocols with AIFI
Coin. Your funds are safeguarded with cutting-edge security measures. Whether you're utilizing
AIFI Coin for payments on blockchain, being a part in the SharkWeb Blockchain's future, or trading
on the open market, rest assured that you're engaging with a cryptocurrency designed for
maximum security.

The Native Coin
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AIFI Coin boasts lightning-fast transaction times, making it one of the quickest cryptocurrencies on
the market. This feature ensures that users can complete transactions quickly and efficiently,
without having to wait for extended periods.

In addition to its fast transaction times, AIFI Coin also offers low fees, which makes it an attractive
option for those looking to save money on transaction costs. The security measures implemented
by AIFI Coin ensure that transactions are secure and protected from potential threats, making it
one of safest choice for users.

Features of AIFI Coin

So why choose AIFI Coin?

Because it is more than just a cryptocurrency - it is a symbol of innovation, progress, and the limitless
potential of blockchain technology. Join us today and discover the power of AIFI Coin for yourself.
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AIFI Coin is a versatile cryptocurrency that can be used for a wide range of purposes. One of the
most obvious use cases is as a means of payment for services. With its fast transaction times and
low fees, AIFI Coin is an ideal choice for anyone looking to make quick and affordable transactions
online.

Embark on a transformative journey by becoming an integral participant in our thriving blockchain
ecosystem through the use of AIFI Coin. By embracing AIFI Coin, you join a dynamic network that
transcends traditional boundaries, encompassing a spectrum of opportunities and possibilities.
Your involvement contributes to the vibrancy and growth of our ecosystem, where innovation,
collaboration, and progress converge. As you engage with AIFI Coin, you not only tap into its utility
within various sectors but also become a vital thread woven into the fabric of a forward-thinking
community.

Finally, AIFI Coin can also be used for trading on cryptocurrency exchanges, allowing users to buy
and sell the currency in real-time and take advantage of market fluctuations.

Use Cases for AIFI Coin
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A. Tokenization of Assets
AIFI Coin can be used for the tokenization of assets, such as real estate, art, or entertainment. 
Tokenization allows for fractional ownership of assets, making it easier for individuals to invest in 
these assets and providing liquidity to traditionally illiquid markets. This can democratize access to 
investment opportunities and potentially disrupt the entertainment industry.

1. Entertainment NFTs

B. Blockchain Integration
AIFI Coin can be integrated into blockchain technology to provide a secure and transparent way of 
conducting transactions. This integration can help reduce transaction costs and increase efficiency 
in various industries, such as education, supply chain management, and healthcare.

1. Blockchain as a Service
2. No-Code Development Platform

Use Cases for AIFI Coin
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C. SharkCode Contract Implementation
AIFI Coin can be used in smart contracts to automate and execute agreements between parties. 
This can streamline the contract process, reduce the need for intermediaries, and increase trust 
between parties.

Potential Outcomes
• Increased efficiency and reduced costs in various industries.
• Increased transparency and trust in transactions and agreements.
• Greater accessibility to financial services and products for individuals and businesses.

D. Online Payments
AIFI Coin can be used as a secure and efficient method of payment for online transactions. 
Businesses can integrate AIFI Coin into their e-commerce platforms, allowing customers to 
purchase products and services. This can help reduce transaction fees and increase transaction 
speed, providing a better user experience for customers.

1. Metaverse

Use Cases for AIFI Coin
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E. Reward Programs
Businesses can create reward programs that incentivize customers to use AIFI Coin for their 
purchases. For example, customers could receive a certain percentage of their purchase back in 
AIFI Coin, which they can then use for future purchases. This can help increase customer loyalty 
and encourage repeat business.

1. Asset Management
2. Staking
3. Farming

F. Micropayments
AIFI Coin can be used for micropayments, which are small transactions typically under $1. This can 
be useful for businesses that offer digital content such as music, videos, or articles. Customers can 
pay a small amount of AIFI Coin to access the content, providing a seamless and low-cost 
transaction.

1. Video Streaming

Use Cases for AIFI Coin
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G. Decentralized Finance (DeFi)
AIFI Coin can be used in various DeFi applications such as lending, borrowing, and trading. It 
eliminates the need for intermediaries and provides a transparent, secure, and efficient way to 
manage financial transactions.

H. Gaming and Virtual Reality
AIFI Coin can be used as an in-game currency for various gaming and virtual reality platforms. It 
allows players to buy, sell, and trade virtual assets securely and efficiently.

1. Virtual Gaming and Metaverse

I. Supply Chain Management
AIFI Coin can be used to track and manage supply chain transactions, ensuring transparency and 
efficiency. It can also be used to incentivize suppliers to meet certain standards and deadlines.

Use Cases for AIFI Coin
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J. Voice Over SharkWeb Blockchain (VoSB)
SharkWeb Blockchain offers a secure and decentralized voice calling feature for its users. This 
feature allows for encrypted communication between users without the need for a centralized 
server. The voice calling feature is built on top of the blockchain network, ensuring the privacy and 
security of all conversations.

Key Features
• End-to-end encryption for secure communication.
• Decentralized network for increased privacy and security.
• No need for a centralized server, reducing the risk of data breaches and hacking.

Use Cases for AIFI Coin
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K. IP LOGGER
Internet Protocol (IP) log management is a crucial aspect of cybersecurity. By managing IP logs 
effectively, organizations can detect and respond to security incidents in a timely manner. 
SharkWeb blockchain provides a secure and transparent platform for IP log management, ensuring 
the integrity and confidentiality of sensitive information.

Implementation Details
• IP logs will be stored on the SharkWeb blockchain, ensuring the integrity and confidentiality of 

the data.
• Access to IP logs will be controlled through smart contracts, ensuring that only authorized 

personnel can view and modify the data.
• IP logs will be analysed using machine learning algorithms to detect anomalies and potential 

security incidents.

Scalability
The system will be designed to be highly scalable, with the ability to handle large volumes of data 
and users. The use of distributed file systems and on-chain storage solutions will enable the 
system to scale horizontally, while the use of SharkCode contracts will ensure the system remains 
secure and efficient. 

Use Cases for AIFI Coin
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L. Mobile Anti-Virus
The SharkWeb Blockchain-based Mobile Anti-virus is a cutting-edge software designed to provide 
comprehensive protection to mobile devices against malware, viruses, and other threats. This 
software leverages the power of blockchain technology to ensure maximum security and privacy 
for its users. In this comparative analysis, we will compare SharkWeb's anti-virus software with 
other popular anti-virus software available in the market.

Features
• Real-time scanning of all installed apps and files for malware and viruses.
• Automatic updates of virus definitions and malware signatures to ensure maximum protection 

against new threats.
• Advanced heuristics-based scanning to detect and remove zero-day threats.
• Blockchain-based encryption to ensure maximum security and privacy for user data.

Comparison with Other Anti-virus Software
In our comparative analysis, we found that SharkWeb's anti-virus software outperformed other 
popular anti-virus software in terms of detection rates, speed, and overall performance. 
Additionally, the use of blockchain technology ensures maximum security and privacy for user 
data, which is not available in other anti-virus software.

Use Cases for AIFI Coin
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M. Healthcare Data Storage

AIFI Coin is a cryptocurrency that can be used to purchase storage space on SharkWeb's 
blockchain network. By using AIFI Coin, healthcare providers can securely store and exchange 
patient data with other authorized parties, such as hospitals, clinics, and insurance companies. 
This ensures that patient data remains private and secure while still being easily accessible to 
authorized parties when needed.
In addition to providing a secure and efficient data storage solution, AIFI Coin also offers several 
unique benefits for healthcare providers. For example, the use of AIFI Coin can help reduce 
transaction costs and eliminate the need for intermediaries, such as banks or payment processors. 
This can lead to significant cost savings for healthcare providers, which can be passed on to 
patients in the form of lower healthcare costs.

Use Cases for AIFI Coin
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N. Shark Digital Identity Management

AIFI Coin is a cryptocurrency that can be used to create and manage digital identities on the SharkWeb 
Blockchain. Digital identities are a way to securely store and manage personal information, such as name, 
address, and other sensitive data, in a decentralized and tamper-proof manner.

Finance
• Securely store and manage customer identities and financial information using the SharkWeb Blockchain.
• Enable faster and more secure transactions by verifying digital identities with AIFI Coin.

Healthcare
• Securely store and manage patient identities and medical records using the SharkWeb Blockchain.
• Enable faster and more accurate diagnoses by verifying patient identities with AIFI Coin.

The use of AIFI Coin for digital identities on SharkWeb Blockchain provides several benefits, including:
• Increased security and privacy, as personal information is encrypted and stored in a decentralized manner 

on the blockchain.
• Greater control over personal data, as individuals can decide what information to share and with whom.
• Reduced costs and increased efficiency, as digital identities can streamline processes such as identity 

verification and authentication.

Use Cases for AIFI Coin
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• Blockchain as a Service
• No-Code Development Platform
• Metaverse
• Entertainment NFTs
• Enhanced Banking Experience With Digital Identity Management
• Video Streaming
• Efficient Policing
• Antivirus Service
• SharkCode Contracts
• Healthcare Data Storage
• Digital Identities
• Shark Storage
• Voice Over SharkWeb Blockchain (VoSB)

Overview of Use Cases for AIFI Coin

We'll keep updating more uses cases as many exciting MOUs are in process.
In future you may be able to make calls over blockchain or maybe have a smartphone that
enables all the Web 3.0 features with complete cyber security protection. The Future is Exciting.
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We are excited to share with you the roadmap for AIFI Coin's development. Our team has been
working tirelessly to bring new features and improvements to our cryptocurrency, and we are
confident that these upcoming milestones will make AIFI Coin an even more promising investment
opportunity.

In the coming months, we will be focusing on several key areas of development-

First, we will be implementing advanced security measures to ensure that AIFI Coin remains one
of the most secure cryptocurrencies on the market.

Second, we will be improving our transaction times to make AIFI Coin even faster and more
efficient.

Finally, we will be introducing new use cases for AIFI Coin, such as integration with the new
dApps, popular e-commerce platforms and other innovative applications.

AIFI Coin Roadmap
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50,900+
On-chain Account Holders

Active Telegram Community Growing Reach on DiscordNew partnerships on twitter

100,000+
Community

linktr.ee

Verified Community page on Coinmarketcap

https://coinmarketcap.com/currencies/aifi-coin/4,000+
KYC Account Holders https://coinmarketcap.com/community/profile/aifi/

Started approaching Regulated
Centralized exchanges for listing

https://www.sharkscan.com
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Shark Investment
This was our performance in 
2 month of beta version of Testnet



Private Sale Rounds-
September 1st, 2023 – August 1st, 2024

Public Sale on popular centralised exchanges-
Q3 2024

Listing-
Tentatively in Q3 2024
*NOTE – The listing completely depends on the availability of dates and slots on the centralised exchanges.

AIFI coin shall be listed latest by Q4, 2024 (Note- This is subject to the regulatory compliance and requirements)

AIFI Coin Roadmap
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AIFI Coin Roadmap

Coin Generation Calculations Units Value
Total Coin Supply (TCS) Coins 15,000,000,000 
Coins to be sold in Private Sale % 5% 
Average valuation step-up in every round % 2.224% 
Largest step up x 6.00x 
Total step up from first to highest round x 3.00x 
Price of highest round (IEO/Public Sale) USD/coin 0.300  
Valuation sensitivity x highest round 2.00x 
Coin price at sensitised value USD/coin 0.300  
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The rate slabs shall be revised for further raise-

The rates shall further be increasing after every USD 1 Million by 0.02 USD/AIFI.

Also, irrespective of the total amount raised, the rates from 10th November 2023 shall be 0.1 USD/AIFI or the rate as per 
the slabs (whichever is higher).

And similarly the rates from 1st January 2024 shall be 0.15 USD/AIFI until the private sale rounds close or AIFI is listed.

We acknowledge the faith that the community has shown in the project and thank you for being a strong support.
Follow information shared at https://www.aifi.capital

Because of the recent developments the fund raise process is on hold until further clarity on regulatory compliances.
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Total Fund Raised/Committed in all Private Sale (Till 30th November 2023) -

USD – 4,651,732.02 
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AIFI Coin Allocations

Seed -
1.25%

Private 1 -
1.25%

Privat
e 2 -

1.25%

Privat
e 3 -

1.25%
Validators - 66.67%

Strategic 
Partners
hip - 2%

Team - 12.33%

Advisor
s -

1.67%

Treasury - 12%

Public Sale - 0.33%

% Allocation

Seed - 1.25% Private 1 - 1.25% Private 2 - 1.25% Private 3 - 1.25%
Public Sale - 0.33% Validators - 66.67% Strategic Partnership - 2% Team - 12.33%
Advisors - 1.67% Treasury - 12%

Till 30th November 2023, only allocation of Private sale is fixed. Rest all allocations are subject to change until tokenomics is finalized before listing on exchanges.
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AIFI Coin Vesting Release Graph For Strategic Sale Holders 
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AIFI Coin Monthly Schedule for Strategic Sale Holders

TGE 0.3%

Month 1 0.3%

Month 2 0.3%

Month 3 0.3%

Month 4 0.3%

Month 5 0.3%

Month 6 0.3%

Month 7 0.3%

Month 8 0.3%

Month 9 0.3%

Month 10 0.3%

Month 11 0.3%

Month 12 0.3%

Month 13 4%

Month 14 4%

Month 15 4%

Month 16 4%

Month 17 4%

Month 18 4%

Month 19 4%

Month 20 4%

Month 21 4%

Month 22 4%

Month 23 4%

Month 24 4%

Month 25 4%

Month 26 4%

Month 27 4%

Month 28 4%

Month 29 4%

Month 30 4%

Month 31 4%

Month 32 4%

Month 33 4%

Month 34 4%

Month 35 4%

Month 36 4.1%

This is the monthly vesting schedule(Linear Vesting) depicting how the purchased coins of the strategic sale holders will be released on a monthly basis for the next 36 months starting 
from TGE (Token Generation Event.)

Coin listed on exchange(s)

TGE refers to the Token Generation Event conducted on a platform 
where users trade and hold digital assets, involving the issuance 
and distribution of new coins or tokens.

100% of the coins shall be released in a linear vesting of 36 months 
starting from the date when the coin is listed on the exchanges.
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Total Investment shall be used in the following heads-

Admin Expenses
– Office Rent
– Internet Expenses
– License & Permits
– Professional Fees

Technology Development + Fixed Assets
- Blockchain Development
- Servers & Software
- Computer/Laptops
- Furniture/Fixtures

Marketing Expenses
– Social Media
– SEO Marketing
– Seminars
– Branding & PR

Working Capital
– Contract Execution
– Travelling Expenses
– Deposits
– Other Current Assets

Salaries
– Sales Team
– Development Team
– Admin Team
– Marketing Team

60%
8%

12%

20%

Fund Utilization

Technology Development + Working Capital
Admin Exp.
Salaries
Marketing Exp.
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Investing in AIFI Coin is simple and straightforward. The first step is to create an account on
https://aifi.capital which is the official seller of AIFI Coin. On this website you’ll be guided through
the whole process of getting your share of AIFI Coin in the private sale.

Once you have created an account on https://aifi.capital, you can purchase SAFT of AIFI Coin
using USDT (TRC20/ERC20) or other compatible pairs of cryptocurrencies mentioned on the
website.

After completing the process, you’ll be shared the SAFT agreement which shall give you the right
for your purchased AIFI Coin(s) when the coin is launched on multiple exchanges.

There are 2 types of exchanges, that are decentralised exchanges and centralised exchanges. For
example, a few popular decentralised exchanges are Uniswap, PancakeSwap, etc. and a few
popular centralised exchanges are Binance, Kucoin, HTX, etc..

It is important to store your AIFI Coin in our secure wallet to protect your investment. There are various types of wallets available,
including hardware wallets and software wallets that shall helpful after the coin is launched on exchanges. Hardware wallets are
considered the most secure option as they store your private keys offline, making them less vulnerable to hacking attempts.

Investing in AIFI Coin

*Note- These names are just for examples and we are not claiming that we shall be listed on all these named exchanges.
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A Simple Agreement for Future Tokens (SAFT) is a legal document used by cryptocurrency
companies to raise funds from accredited investors. It allows investors to purchase tokens at a
discounted price in exchange for their investment. The SAFT agreement is designed to provide a
level of security and transparency for both the investor and the company and allow investors to
purchase tokens that will be issued in the future, typically when the project is completed and the
tokens have a functional use case. This allows the project to raise funds without having to
immediately issue tokens or create a functioning network.

AIFI coin is a new cryptocurrency that is currently in development. The SAFT agreement will play a
crucial role in securing the funding needed to complete the development of the coin and bring it
to market. By offering investors the opportunity to purchase AIFI coins at a discounted price, the
SAFT agreement incentivizes early investment and helps to ensure the success of the project.

In addition to securing funding, the SAFT agreement also helps to establish a clear framework for
the future growth and development of AIFI coin. By outlining the terms and conditions of the
investment, the SAFT agreement ensures that both the investor and the company have a shared
understanding of the goals and objectives of the project. This can help to mitigate potential
conflicts and ensure that the project stays on track for long-term success.

Why is the SAFT Agreement important?
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Regulatory Compliance Requirements
The SAFT agreement for AIFI Coin includes provisions to ensure compliance with all applicable
laws and regulations, including but not limited to securities laws, anti-money laundering laws, and
tax laws.

Investor Protections
The SAFT agreement for AIFI Coin includes provisions to protect the interests of investors, such as
representations and warranties from the issuer, limitations on transferability of the coins, and
dispute resolution mechanisms.

AIFI Coin
AIFI Coin's SAFT agreement includes a lock-up period for early investors and a clause allowing for 
refunds if the project fails to meet timeline milestones by more than 12 months unless there are 
some regulatory changes.

Why is the SAFT Agreement important?
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Important:
Stay vigilant against scams! The C-SAFT and SAFT of AIFI Coin can only be claimed directly from
the official website at https://www.aifi.capital

Be cautious of unauthorized sources!
AIFI Inc will not be liable for any transactions made with any other unauthorised source.

BE VIGILANT

Our Official Channels- 

@AiFiCoin aificoin aificoin

AIFI Coin

All rights reserved by AIFI Inc, British Virgin Islands.
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linktr.ee

(Formerly known as twitter)- Telegram- Discord- CoinMarketCap-

AIFI Coin
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